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Quantum statistical decision theory arises in connection with applied problems 
of optimal detection and processing of quantum signals. In this paper we give 
a systematic treatment of this theory, based on operator-valued measures. We 
study the existence problem for optimal measurements and give sufficient and 
necessary conditions for optimality. The notion of the maximum likelihood 
measurement is introduced and investigated. The general theory is then applied 
to the case of Gaussian (quasifree) states of Bose systems, for which optimal 
measurements of the mean value are found. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the classical formulation of statistical decision theory due to Wald [I] 
one has the parameter space 0, the space of observations $2, the family (PO; 8 E S} 
of probability distributions on Sz and the space of decisions U. The problem is 
to find the optimal, in a sense, decision procedure, i.e., the rule of choosing a 
decision u E U given an observation w E Sz. 
In many cases Q may be considered as the phase space of a physical system CZZ 
and the distribution P, may then be regarded as giving the statistical description 
of the state of CXZ. 
In the present paper we consider the following modification of the picture 
just described.. We still have the parameter space 8 and the space of decisions lJ, 
but now to each 0 E 0 corresponds the state Q~ of a quantum system &’ (yet to be 
defined). A decision is to be chosen on the basis of a measurement over LZ?, and 
the problem is to find the optimal quantum measurement. 
The need for such generalization of the classical statistical theory arose in 
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connection with the study of communication systems based on quantum. 
mechanical devices such as lasers, etc. In this context 0 is the signal transmitted, 
ps is the state of quantum electromagnetic field & at the input of the receiver 
and the optimal measurement corresponds to the optimal reception of the signal 
in quantum noise. 
Although in some cases valuable recommendations may be obtained on the 
basis of classical methods of statistics (see, for example, [2-4]), in general the 
problem of optimal quantum reception does not reduce to a problem of classical 
statistical theory (the reason for this is, in brief, that quantum system cannot be 
described in terms of phase space). This point of view was clearly expressed in 
the work of Helstrom [5], and a number of interesting results in this direction 
was obtained (in particular, quantum analogues of Rao-Cramer inequality). For 
the survey of these results as well as for physical motivation of the theory we 
refer the reader to [6] and [17]. 
All this work was based substantially on the assumption, generally accepted 
in quantum theory [7,24], according to which quantum measurements are 
described by projection-valued measures (orthogonal resolutions of the identity) 
in underlying Hilbert space. However, there have been indications in physical 
literature [15, 311 that some statistical measuring procedures would require 
rather nonorthogonal resolutions for their description. It seems that the first 
explicit use of general resolutions of the identity or positive operator-valued 
measures (p.o.m.) in quantum theory was made by Davies and Lewis [8], in 
connection with the problem of repeated measurements. On the other hand, 
the need for this generalization in quantum statistical and information theory 
has been suggested and substantiated [9-l 11. As noticed in [9], p.o.m. in a way 
correspond to randomized decision procedures in classical theory, making the 
set of all measurements convex, but there is no full analogy; the systematic use 
of p.o.m. not only allows unified treatment for different problems about optimal 
measurements and gives to them useful geometric interpretation but also makes 
possible further progress in the solution of multivariate problems. The fact is 
that the optimal measurement for these problems is often described by a non- 
orthogonal resolution of the identity. 
In this work we give a detailed account of results summarized partly in earlier 
works [I I-141. The theory is by no means complete, and we do not attempt here 
to achieve the natural degree of generality. The exposition is destined for a prob- 
abilist familiar with the operator theory in Hilbert space. In Section 2 we give 
a brief survey of the “noncommutative probability theory” needed in the sequel. 
Section 3 is devoted to quantum measurements and their description in terms 
of p.o.m. In Section 4 the problem of optimal quantum measurements is treated 
for the finite number of decisions. Mathematically this case is much simpler 
than the general one and may serve as a motivation for the latter. Results for 
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the general case are briefly discussed in Section 5, and in Sections 6-9 the case 
where the space of decisions is a region in finite-dimensional space is considered. 
Here we study the existence problem and give conditions for optimal&y, using 
integration theory for p.o.m. developed in Section 6. Applications to the impor- 
tant “Gaussian” case are given in Section 10-14. 
2. QUANTUM STATES AND OBSRRVABLES 
It is accepted in quantum theory [24,25] that the set of events (or propositions) 
related to a given quantum system may be described as a family @ of all ortho- 
gonal projections in a separable Hilbert space H (corresponding to the quantum 
system under consideration). Thus in contrast to the classical probability theory 
where events form a Boolean u-algebra, here the set of events is a complete 
lattice with the orthocomplementation [25]. 
A state is a function p on CZ possessing the usual properties of probability 
(1) e(E) > 0, E E e; 
(2) C* p(&) = 1 for any countable orthogonal resolution of identity (&> 
in H (i.e., E,Ej = 6& and Ci Ei = I in the sense of weak (or strong) operator 
topology, where I is the identity operator in H). 
Gleason’s theorem [24] asserts that each state on @ is of the form 
p(E) = Tr pE (Tr denotes trace), 
where p is nonnegative trace-class operator in H such that Tr p = 1. It is called 
the density opera&r (d.o.) of the state p. 
In particular, let 9 be a unit vector of H and E, be the projection on ‘p. Then 
e(E) = (9, ET) = Tr E,E (2.1) 
is a state on CL This state is pure, which means that it cannot be represented as a 
convex combination of some other states. 
By analogy with the classical probability theory one may introduce observables 
(the term corresponding to classical “random variables”) with finite number of 
values {xi} as 
X = c x,E, , 
% 
where {Ei) is a finite orthogonal resolution of the identity in H; some more 
elaborate consideration [24] lead one to define an observable as an arbitrary 
self-adjoint operator in H 
X = j- xE(dx), (2.2) 
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where E(dx) is a projection-valued measure on (R, g(R)), called the spectra 
measure of the operator X (here (R, g(R)) is the real line with the a-algebra 
of Bore1 sets). 
If p is a state then the relation 
P,(B) = Pvv))> B E @(a 
defines a probability distribution (p.d.) on (R, g(R)) which is called the p.d. 
of the observable X with respect to (w.r.t.) the state p. Thus, the mean value 
of X, if it exists, is equal to sxP,(&). If X is bounded then the last is equal to 
Tr pX and putting 
p(X) = Tr pX 
we obtain the extension of the state p to a linear functional on the algebra of all 
bounded operators b(H) possessing the following properties: 
(1) P(X”X) 2 0; 
(2) if X, > .a. 3 X, 3 ... is a decreasing sequence of Hermitean 
operators weakly converging to zero then 
lip p(X,) = 0; 
(3) P(I) = 1. 
In quantum theory one usually starts with d(H) and state is defined as a 
functional on d(H), satisfying conditions of the type (l)-(3). More generally, 
one can consider states on a von Neumann algebra B C b(H). Let M be arbitrary 
set of bounded operators in H and denote by M’ the collection of all bounded 
operators commuting with all operators in M, i.e., the commutant of M. The 
set M is called a von Neumann algebra if (M’)’ = M. In general, (M’)’ is the 
least weakly closed self-adjoint algebra of bounded operators which contains M 
and the identity operator I (see [19, p. 411). It is called the von Neumann algebra 
generated by M. 
If we start with an arbitrary von Neumann algebra b we would obtain a 
statistical theory which includes both the “pure quantum case” (b = b(H)) 
and the classical case (when b is Abelian). Moreover, one could cover more 
complicated cases arising in the study of infinite systems such as fields (in this 
connection see [9, 151). In this paper we concentrate our attention on pure 
quantum case, though occasionally we shall make use of some von Neumann 
subalgebras of B(H). We now want to discuss the noncommutative version of 
conditional expectation [26-281. Let .8 be a von Neumann subalgebra of b(H), 
and u be a state on b(H). The linear mapping e from B(H) onto B is called 
the conditional expectation onto b w.r.t. u [26] if 
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(1) E is a projection (E 0 E = c) of norm one; 
(2) for any uniformly bounded sequence {X,}, weakly converging to zero, 
l (X,) weakly converges to zero; 
(3) c+(X)) = a(X), x E b(H). 
As shown by Tomiyama [26] every projection of norm one possesses the 
properties 
(4) E(X”X) > 0; 
(5) c(YXZ) = Y,(X)Z, x E b(H), Y, z E 8. 
The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of conditional expecta- 
tion was given by Takesaki [26] for faithful states. Here we consider an important 
example (cf. [27]). 
If there are two quantum systems, described by Hilbert spaces H and H,, , 
then the totality of these two systems is described by the tensor product H @ El,, 
(see e.g. [19, p. 211). For any two operators X E b(H), YE 23(H,) the operator 
X @ YE B(H @ H,,) is defined and 23(H @ H,,) is just the von Neumann 
algebra generated by such operators [19, p. 261. If p is a state on B(H), pO is a 
state on B(H,,) then there is a unique state p @ pO on !B(H @ H,,) such that 
(P 0 POV 0 y> = P(X) POW, 
and it is called a product state. 
Fix pa , and put 
6(X @ Y) = Xpo(Y). (2.3) 
Then E is uniquely extended to the linear mapping from b(H @ Ho) onto B(H) 
satisfying the conditions (l)-(3) for any state o of the form 
= = P 0 PO, (2.4) 
where p is an arbitrary state on b(H). Th u s , E is the conditional expectation onto 
b(H) w.r.t. any state a of the form (2.4). 
Let Z = {a) be a family of states; we say that a von Neumann subalgebra b 
is su&akzt for Z if there exists a conditional expectation onto !B w.r.t. any o E .Z 
which does not depend on o. In particular we see that the subalgebra 
S(H) C B(H @ Ho) is sufficient for the family of states of the form (2.4), where 
pa is a fixed state on b(H,) and p is an arbitrary state on b(H). 
3. QUANTUM MEASUREMENTS 
Let (U, 3’) be a measurable space. We call U-measurement any b(H)-valued 
function X(B), B E a’, such that 
(1) X(B) > O,Be99'; 
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(2) ifU=CiBt’ 1s a d ecomposition of U into countable sum of disjoint 
measurable sets Bi , then 
1 X(Bi) = I, 
i 
where the series converges weakly in H. 
In other words, X = (X(.)} is a resolution of the identity [18] or a positive 
operator-valued measure on (U, a), such that X(U) = I. In condition (2) weak 
convergence may be replaced by strong convergence [22]. 
If X is an orthogonal resolution, i.e., BC = ,B implies X(B) X(C) = 0 then 
X is projection-valued [22] and in this case the measurement is called simple. 
Particularly, the relation (2.2) shows that there is a one-to-one correspondence 
between observables and simple R-measurements. 
Probability distribution of the measurement X w.r.t. the state p is defined by 
the relation 
f’,(B) = d-W)), BE9. 
Suppose that a simple measurement E = (E(.)} is performed over the 
composite system which consists of two independent systems described by 
Hilbert spaces Hand H,, . If p,, is a fixed state on d(H,) and E is defined by (2.3) 
then the relation 
X(B) = @W, BEB 
defines a measurement X (which is, in general, not simple). For any state p 
on d(H) we have 
P,(B) = MB>, 
where Px is the p.d. of X w.r.t. p and F’x is the p.d. of E w.r.t. Q @ p0 . In this 
sense the description of measuring procedurein terms of p.o.m. X and that of a 
triple (H,, , p. , E) are “statistically equivalent.” On the other hand, as shown 
in [8], each sequential measuring procedure can be also “statistically equivalently” 
described by a p.o.m. (It should be noted, however, that the state of the system 
after actual measuring procedure cannot be reconstructed from X). 
The question arises whether arbitrary measurement may be implemented by 
a measuring procedure involving only simple measurements. The next propo- 
sition [I l] gives an answer to this question. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let X be a U-measurement. Then there exist a Hilbert space 
H,, , a pure state p. on b(H,) and a simple U-measurement E in H @ Ho such that 
P(-WN = (P 0 PJ(-W% BEg, 
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for any state p on b(H), or equivalently 
X(B) = +qB)), BE.68. 
Any such triple (H,, , p,, , E) is called a realization of the measurement X. 
Proof. By Naimark’s theorem [18, p. 3931 one can construct an orthogonal 
resolution of identity g in a Hilbert space A 3 H such that 
X(B) = f%(B)P, BE99, (3.1) 
where P” is the orthogonal projection from A onto H. 
Evidently, one can embed i? in the direct orthogonal sum 
where each Hi is isomorphic with H, and, moreover, Hi0 = H for some i0 E I. 
Let fi be an arbitrary orthogonal resolution of the identity in % @ Z?. Then 
E(B) = B(B) + J%B) is an orthogonal resolution of the identity in Z such that 
X(B) = PE(B)P, BEC!3, (3.2) 
where P is the projection from # onto H. 
Denote by HO = U(I) the Hilbert space of complex #unctions (& satisfying 
L I ci I2 < 03, and Put ~0 = (sic,)isl , where sij is Kronecker’s delta. Then &’ 
may be identified with H @ Ho in such a way that H corresponds to H @ v. 
[19, p. 221. Every 2 E b(H @ Ho) is th en represented by the block operator (&) 
in s (2, E b(H)) in such a way that X @ Y is represented by ( riiX), where 
( yii) is the matrix of the operator Y in canonical basis of L2(I). Since (v. , Yea) = 
yi,i, then we see by (2.3) that 
c(X @ Y) = P(X @ Y)P; 
hence, 
~(2) = PZP, ZE B(H @ Ho). 
From (3.2) it follows that X(B) = c@(B)), and the result is proved. 
The introduction of p.o.m. is plausible in many respects. Denote by Z the set 
of all states on 8(H) and by 5’ the set of all p.d. on (U, @). Then the relation 
WB) = PWW, BE@, (3.3) 
defines the affine mapping K from Z to S. This means that for any h, 0 < X < 1, 
mP, + (1 - A) P2) = WP,) + (1 - 4 K(P2). (3.4) 
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As pointed out in [29], such mappings describe “decodings” in the theory of 
quantum channels. We now show that (3.3) establishes a one-to-one corre- 
spondence between decodings and measurements. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let K be an a&e mapping from t= to S. Then there exists 
a (unique) measurement X for which (3.3) holds. 
We shall denote by Zh the set of all Hermitean trace-class operators in H 
(see [20, 211). The norm of an operator o in Zh will be denoted by 1 u I. 
Proof. Fix B E g and consider a functional 
defined on the set of all density operators. It extends uniquely to the linear 
positive functional on the real ordered Banach space X, , satisfying 
Then by a slight modification of the representation theorem [20, p. 471 there is 
a Hermitean nonnegative operator X(B), such that 
In particular, 
F,(u) = Tr X(B)o. 
IQ(B) = TrpX(B). 
Let U = Ui Bi , where Bi are disjoint. For any fixed p E Z 
1 = C Kp(B,) = C Tr pX(B). 
e z 
Putting p = E, we get 
from which it follows that xi X(B,) = I in the weak sense. 
In the next section we present the statistical decision theory for finite number 
of decisions. Let U be a finite set. Then a U-measurement is a collection of 
nonnegative operators X = {X,; u E U} such that 
cxu = I. (3.5) 
If p is a state on B(H) then the probability of getting a decision u is equal to 
d-&b>. 
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It is instructive to’ discuss the classical case, when we have the space of 
observations $2 with a measure p. Then we have the Abelian von Neumann 
algebra b in H = LU2(@, consisting of “multiplication operators” of the form 
GGP)(~) = f(w) P)(w), 9J E L2(Qh 
where f is an essentially bounded measurable function on (Q, p). Let {X,> be 
a family of nonnegative operators in B satisfying (3.54, and let P(zl 1 w) be a 
function defining operator ‘X, . Then P(u 1 w) 3 0, z:21 P(u 1 UJ) = 1; if p is 
a “state” (probability distribution) on 23, defined by a density p(w) = dp/dp 
then the probability of getting a decision u is equal to 
Thus, P(u 1 w) may be considered as the conditional probability of getting 
a decision u given’ an observation w E 9. We see that in classical statistics 
measurements introduced in the beginning of this section reduce to randomized 
decision procedures; simple measurements correspond to pure decision pro- 
cedures. 
Returning to the quantum case we may call a measurement X = (XJ 
randomized if 
x,x, = x,x,; U,VE u. 
For the general consideration of randomized measurements, see [9]. 
4. OPTIMAL QUANTUM MEASUREMENTS WITH FINITE NUMBER OF DECISIONS 
Let 0 = (e} be a finite set and {pe; B E O} a family of states on b(H). Let 
U = {u> be a finite set of decisions and X = (X,) be some U-measurement. 
Then the probability of choosing a decision u, given the parameter value 6, 
is equal to 
Px(u I 4 = P&G)* (4.1) 
Denote by B the set of all transition probabilities P = (P(u 1 0); 6 E 0, u E U> 
from 0 to U, and assume that a quality function Q(P), P E B is prescribed. Then 
the problem is to find a measurement X which maximizes the function 
QPx), XEX, 
where I is the set of all U-measurements. 
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The following quality functions are of the main interest. Let (n8) be some a 
priori distribution on 8 and W,(u); 8 E 0, u E U be a loss function. Put Q(P) = 
--R(P), where 
R(P) = c =tJ c Wdu) P(u I 0) 
e u 
(4.2) 
is Bayes risk. If there exists a measurement minimizing R(P,) then it is called 
an optimal Bayes measurement. Another important case is Q(P) = I(P), where 
(4.3) 
is Shannon’s information. If in this case there exists a measurement maximizing 
I(Px) then we call it information-optimal. In the general case we speak of Q- 
optimal measurement. 
Now we turn to the existence of the optimal measurement. For two U- 
measurements X = {X,} and Y = { YU} and a number X, 0 < h < 1 put 
Ax + (1 - h)Y = {hx, + (1 - A) Y,]. 
Then 3 is a convex set. We say that a sequence of measurements Xo) = {X$)j 
converges to a measurement X = (X,} if Xc) ---f Xti), i + CO, weakly for each 
u E U. Since X2) are in the unit ball of b(H) which is weakly compact [18, 
p. 1051 then 3E is compact, i.e., any sequence of U-measurements contains a 
converging subsequence. Denote by T the mapping from X to B defined by (4.1). 
The mapping T is an affine continuous mapping from convex compact set 3 
to 8. 
The continuity of T follows from the next lemma (see [19, p. 381). 
LEMMA 4.1. If the sequence of operators {Xci)) in the unit ball of b(H) con- 
verges weakly to an operator X then 
lim p(Xo)) = p(X) 
for each state p on B(H). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let Q(P) be upper semicontinuous on 9. Then the Q-optimal 
measurement exists. If, moreover, Q(P) is a convex function on 9’ then it assumes 
the maximum at an extremal point of T(x). 
For the definitions and results of convex analysis the reader may refer to 
[30] and [51]. 
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Proof. The set T(X) is an affine continuous image of the convex compact 
set 3. Therefore, T(S) is a convex compact subset of 9. Hence, the result 
follows [30, p. 2731. 
Now we give some optimality conditions [14]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let X = {X,) b e a Q-optimal measurement, and let Q be 
diSferentiable at the point P = Px . Put 
Fu = c d~QW’(u I 4) I~==px . (4.4) 
8 
Then the two equivalent conditions hold 
(1) X,(F, -F,) X, = 0; u, v E U; 
(2) The operator A = C,, F,X, is Hermitean and 
(FU - A) X, = 0, u E u. 
Notice that for Bayes risk 
Fu = c ~eWe(4 me 
e 
and for information 
(4.5) 
Proof. Let H,, = H @ *.* @ H be the direct orthogonal sum of n copies 
of the Hilbert space H and S = (+i)$=l be a unitary operator in H, . Then it 
is easy to see that the relation 
xu = c (xy2 s,*is,j(xj)1’2, UE u, (4.6) 
ii 
defines a U-measurement X = {-&I. (Th e converse is also true: For any two 
U-measurements X, 2 there exists a unitary operator S = (Q}, such that (4.6) 
holds [14].) 
To prove (1) we fix u, v E U and consider the operator of “elementary rotation” 
S, with the matrix (sii) of the form 
sij = 6, ; i,j # u,v, 
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where A is an arbitrary bounded operator in H, c-real number. Let x” be the 
measurement, obtained from X through (4.6) with the operator S, . Then we 
have for small E 
PXSU 1 0) = P,(u 1 0) + t Re Tr(XU)1’2 p,(XJ’” A + O(E), 
PXC(U 1 0) = Px(zc ( 0) - E Re Tr(XU)1’2 p&XJr” A + O(E), 
Px& I 0) = qi I 0); i # u, v, 
hence, 
Q(PXE) = Q(Px) + E Re Tr(Xu)1/2 (Fu - Fv)(X,>1’2 A + O(E). 
Since X is optimal then 
Re Tr(XJ112(F, - F,)(X,J112A = 0 
for any bounded A, and (1) follows. 
Summing (1) by v E U we obtain 
X,(F, - A) = 0, Ii- E u, 
and summing by u E U we get A* = A. On the other hand, multiplying (2) by 
X, from the left we have X,F,X, = XJX, = (X+/IX,)* = (X,,FJ,)* = 
X,F,X, , hence the condition (1). 
In the Bayesian case (4.2) there is a simple sufficient condition of optimality. 
In this case one must minimize 
R(X) = Tr C F,X, , 
u 
(4.7) 
where the F, are given by (4.5). 
Let A = Cu F,X, be Hermitean and 
Fu > 4 UE 72. (4.8) 
Then X = {X,} is a Bayes optimal measurement. 
Proof. For any other measurement X = {&} 
R(X) = TrxFUzU > TrAxxU = TrA = R(X). 
Conditions of this type were formulated in the paper of Yuen, Kennedy, and 
Lax [3 I] and independently by the author [I 11 in a more general case. More- 
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over, it was pointed out in [31] that these conditions are also necessary. We shall 
not discuss this result here because it will not be needed in the sequel. 
One way of approaching the problem of optimal measurement is the reduction 
of the set of possible measurements. We say that a subset %I of U-measurements 
is essential if 
ggQ(Px) = “x”E~ QF'x)- 
Let b be a von Neumann algebra sufficient for the family {ps; 0 E O} (see the end 
of Section 2), and denote by 3% the subset of U-measurements X = {X,) with 
the property 
XuE~, UE u. 
Then 3& is essential. Indeed for any X E X the measurement c(X) = {c(X,)} is 
such that pe(XU) = pe(c(Xu)); hence, 
QPx) = QPc(x)). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let 23 be the won Neumann algebra generated by the family 
(pe; 6’ E 0). Then ‘B is su@kient and, hence, X8 is essential. 
Proof. % is generated by the family of trace-class operator; hence, the 
restriction of the trace to b is semifinite and the main result of [26] says that 
there exists a linear mapping E from b(H) onto b satisfying the properties (1) 
and (2) of the conditional expectation and such that 
Tr Y = Tr c(Y) 
for any trace-class operator Y. From (5) we have e(psX) = psc(X) for X E b(H); 
hence, 
POW) = Pe(@-)); f9 E 0, 
which means that E is an expectation w.r.t. any pB , i.e., % is sufficient for 
-tPei f3 E 01. 
If Q is affine (Bayes problem) then X B , where % is the von Neumann algebra 
generated by the family (pe - pA; 0 E O}, X fixed, is essential. We shall show this 
in Section 8 in a more general situation. 
In some cases symmetry considerations may help with finding the optimal 
measurement. We assume for simplicity that 0 = U. Let G be a permutation 
group of U and g -+ V, a unitary representation of G in H. We say that the 
family of states (pa; u E U} is inwariant if 
P w = vgPPc7*, u E u, g E G. 
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Let the quality function be also invariant, i.e., 
We put 
&WY@ I &I) = QWV I 41). 
x(g) = { vg*xsuvg} 
for each U-measurement X. Evidently X (g) is also a U-measurement. We say 
that a measurement X is covariunt (cf. [32]) if X(g) = X for each g E G. Denote 
by 3EG the (convex) subset of all covariant measurements. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let Q be an invariant comave quality function. Then XG 
is an essential set of measurements. 
Proof. For each X E 3E the relation 
x = N-1 c X(B), 
@G 
where N is number of elements in G, defines a covariant measurement. Since Q 
is concave, 
Q(P%) 3 N-’ C QP, d- 
However, 
hence, by invariance of Q, we have Q(Px(,,) = Q(Px) and 
QW b QPxh 
which implies that SC is essential. 
Assume that gu, = u,, , where z+, is a fixed element of G, implies g = e, 
where e is identity of G. Then for each u E U there is a uniqueg, E G such that 
u = g,u, . Assume, moreover, that dim U = h < co and the representation 
g ---f V, is irreducible. Then it is easy to describe all covariant measurements. 
Each covariant measurement X = {X,} is of the form 
where p is a d.o. in H. 
(4.10) 
This follows directly from the definition of covariant measurement and the 
classical relation of group representation theory 
N-l c V~P v, * = (Tr p/h)I. 
Q 
(4.11) 
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Using these results we can give a complete solution of the problem in the case 
of invariant concave quality function Q. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (p,; u E U} be an invariant family of states, Q an invariant 
concave differentiable quality function. Then the maximum of Q(Px) is achieved on 
a covariant measurement of the form (4. lo), where p is a d.o. satisfying 
EP = P (4.12) 
for a spectral projection E of the operator FU, . 
If Q is afine then E corresponds to the maximal eagavahe h of FUO and 
maxQ(Px) = hh. 
Proof. From the invariance conditions it follows that 
F,, = V F V * 9u 89 
where F, are defined by (4.4). By Proposition 4.3 we may restrict ourselves to 
measurements of the form (4.10). Using (4.11) we obtain 
where /\ = TrFuOp. From the condition (2) of Theorem 4.1 we get 
F A* u# = Pl 
hence, (4.12). 
For affine Q we haveQ(Px) = Tr n = M, and the last statement of the theorem 
follows. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Assume that the linearly polarized photon is observed 
[41, p. 1 IO] and that the polarization angle is equal to 
2n+l; u = O,..., n - I 
with equal probabilities rr, = l/n. We shall find the optimal measurement of the 
polarization angle. 
Let W be the two-dimensional unitary space and E,; u = O,..,, n - 1 be the 
projections on n directions of polarization. Assume that 
W,(u) = 1 - a,, . 
6831314-2 
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Then we must minimize 
R(X) = n-l Tr 1 c E,X, 
O#U 
(4.13) 
over all measurements X = {X0 ,..., X+r}, or maximize 
TrxE,X, =TrxE,-Tr~~E,X,. 
u u Uf-9 
Let V be the rotation of H with the angle Zrr/n. Then { VK; K = O,..., n - I} @t 
an irreducible representation of the cyclic group of nth order and the function 
Tr& E,X, satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.2. Hence, the optimum is 
achieved on the covariant measurement 
X, = (Z/n) V”E,,(V”)* = (Z/n) E, . 
The minimum of R(X) is equal to 1 - (Z/n). 
Denote by f the set of all simple measurements. Then, even in the case n = 3 
we have [9] 
gig R(X) < ~j$ R(X) = (2 - d/2)/3. 
5. OPTINIAL QUANTUM MEASUREMENTS IN THE 
GENERAL CASE-INTRODUCTION 
Here we discuss briefly the results which will be obtained rigorously in 
Sections 6-9. To be definite we restrict ourselves to the Bayesian problem, 
though many results of Section 4 for arbitrary quality function Q are transferable 
to this more general situation. 
Let 0 be an arbitrary parameter space and {pe; 0 E 0) a family of states on 
23 = b(H); let (U, g’> b e a measurable space of decisions and We(u); 0 E 0, 
u E U a loss function. The role of decision procedures is now played by U- 
measurements. The risk corresponding to the parameter value 0 and the 
measurement X is 
If rr(dO) is a prior distribution on 0 then Bayes risk is given by 
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A formal computation shows that 
Z?(X) = Tr jUF(u) X(du), 
where F(u) = J’ W,(U) P~?T(c#). 
(5.1) 
Thus, formally, the problem of the Bayes optimal measurement reduces to 
the minimization of the affine functional of type (5.1) over the convex set 3Z 
of all U-measurements. 
Of course, first we must give some rigorous meaning to the expressions of 
type (5.1) and to the formal computations that have led to it. Integration with 
respect to an operator-valued measure was developed in several papers [33-371, 
but none of these works seem to be directly applicable in our case. The reason 
for this is that we need to integrate rather restricted class of functions with 
respect to an arbitrary operator-valued measure, while in the papers just men- 
tioned somewhat opposite problem of constructing the natural class of integrable 
functions for restricted classes of operator-valued measures was considered. 
In Section 6 we propose a Riemann-Stieltjes type integral for the case where U 
is a region in finite dimensional case, which is quite sufficient for our purpose. 
This construction may be considerably generalized, but this will be done 
elsewhere. 
In Section 7 we give conditions under which the functional (5.1) achieves the 
minimum on X. In Section 9 we give the optimality conditions analogous to 
the results of Section 4 for the finite case. In particular we show that for the 
measurement X to be optimal it is necessary that the operator A = SF(u) X(&) 
be Hermitean and satisfy a condition of the type 
(F(u) - A) X(d.4) = 0, 
and sufficient that F(u) 2 A, u E U. 
We discuss also “maximum likelihood measurements.” In classical statistics 
the maximum likelihood estimate of the parameter B = (0, ,..., S,) may be 
regarded formally as a Bayes estimate corresponding to the a priori distribution 
7r(de) = de, -.* do, and the loss function W,(u) = --a(0 - u), where 8 is delta- 
function (see, e.g., [17, p. 3601). Th us, the maximum likelihood measurement 
could be defined formally as a measurement maximizing the functional 
Tr PeX(dB). s Q (5.2) 
If 0 is bounded then this may be taken for the rigorous definition but otherwise 
the expression (5.2) is divergent. At the end of Section 9 we show how to avoid 
this difficulty and give the condition for a measurement to be one of a maximum 
likelihood type. 
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6. RIEMANN-STIELTJES TYPE INTEGRAL WITH RESPECT 
TO AN OPERATOR-VALUED MEASURE 
We adopt the following notations. Let 8(23+) be the set of all bounded 
(Hermitean nonnegative) operators in H. The norm of T in 23 will be denoted 
by II VI. BY Z %, 2, we denote, respectively, the set of all trace-class, Hermitean 
trace-class, nonnegative trace-class operators in H. The norm in 2 will be 
denoted 1 T I. We put j T [ = (T*T)1/2, T 0 5’ = &(TS + ST). By B we shall 
denote the set of all Hilbert-Schmidt operators in H. 
Let U be a real n-dimensional space. We denote by d0 the class of all bounded 
n-dimensional intervals in U (it is supposed that a coordinate system is chosen 
in U). Let X(B), B E J& be a b-valued function, satisfying the conditions 
(1) X(B) 2 0; BE do; 
(2) if B = (JiBi is a partition of an interval into finite sum of intervals, 
X(B) = 1 X(B,). 
i 
Consider a &-valued function F(u), u E U. Fix a BE&~ and let r = {Bi} 
be an arbitrary finite partition of B and 8, be the size of the partition, i.e., 
maximum of diameters of Bi . Introduce an integral sum 
0, = xF(ui) X(4), 
where ui E Bi . Evidently o, E 2. If the limit of this expression exists in Z as 
6, + 0 (and does not depend on the choice of uf E Bi) then F is called left 





The right integral is similarly defined. It is evident that right integrability 
is equivalent with left integrability and 
j, XV4 F(u) = [ jB F(u) x(4] *. 
We say that F is trace-integrable if there exists 
&y. Tr a, = (F, X), 
We now introduce an important class of !&-valued functions. We say that 
F(u), u E U is of class (5 if for any B E -Pa, there is an operator K E 2, and a real- 
wakedfunction w(6), 6 E R, such that ~(6) -+ 0, us 8 --+ 0 and 
-Kw(l u - v I) <F(u) -F(o) < Kw(J u - w I), u, 01 E B. (6.1) 
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The class CC is a linear space; an example of a function from CC is given by 
F(u) = 5 K&(U), (6.2) 
i=l 
where Ki E Zh and gi(zl) are continuous real-valued functions. Moreover, each 
function of 6 may be in a sense approximated by functions of the form (6.2). 
LEMMA 6.1. Let F satisfy (6.1). Then f or each c > 0 there is F, of the form (6.2) 
such that 
-dC <F(u) -F,(u) < EK, UEB. 
Proof. To simplify notations we assume that B = [0, I]“. Fix an integer M 
and introduce following continuous functions of one variable t, 0 < t f 1. 
hJt) = max{O, 1 - M 1 t - m/M I}; m = O,..., M. 
We have 
f h,,,(t) = 1, 
FlZ=O 
h,(t) = 0 for ) t - m/M 1 > l/M. Put m = (ml ,..., m,) and 
Then h, are nonnegative continuous functions on B such that 
C h&4 = 1, 
m  
h,(u) = 0 for 1 u - u, / > d; M-l, 
where urn = (ml/M,..., m,/M). Using (6.3) we get 
F(u) - c 4&)F@m) = c 4&4W) - F(unJh 
m m 
therefore, by (6.4) and (6.1) 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
-Kw(fi M-l) < F(u) - 1 h,(u) F(u,) < K+‘/n M-l). 
m 
Thus, we can take for F, the function C, h,(u) F(u,J with M large enough. 
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THEOREM 6.1. Each function of the class 6 is trace-integrable with respect to 
any X(du) satisfying the conditions (1) and (2) over B E dO . 
Proof. Let To = {Bi}, 7s = (BiK} be two partitions of B, such that 7s is a 
subpartition of or . Using (6.1), 
The existence of lim Tr a, follows from this inequality. 
In particular the function F(u) = xi Kigi(u) is trace-integrable and 
Let p(du) be a real positive measure on &s and P(u) be a measurable [38] 
‘%+-valued function on U such that 
for any B E S& . This means that P(g) is Bochner b-integrable over B[38] and 
the relation 
X(B) = j-,34 CLW, (6.6) 
where the integral is Bochner’s B-integral, defines positive operator-valued 
measure on dO. Each measure X(du), representable in the form (6.6), will be 
called a measure with the base p(du); P(u) will be called the density of X(du) 
with respect to p(du) and denoted by X(du)/p(du). 
P.o.m. (6.6) has finite variation, i.e. 
where the supremum is taken over all partitions {Bi} of a set B E J$~ . 
LEMMA 6.2. I f  X(du) has finite variation and F(u) is Z-continuous (i.e. con- 
tinuous as a function with values in Banach space 2), then F is (left OY right) 
integrable. 
The proof is simple and is omitted. 
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LEMMA 6.3. Let X(du) be a positive operator-valued measure with the base 
p(du), and let F be Z-continuous. Then the operator-valued function F(u) P(u), 
u E U, is Bochner Z-integrable w.r.t. p(du) over each B E J& and 
where on the right is the Bochner’s Z-integral. 
Proof. Since F is Zcontinuous then 1 F(u)1 is bounded on B. We have 
I F(u) WI G I Jwl II Wll~ 
therefore, from (6.5) 
i.e., F(u) P(u) is Bochner Z-integrable. 
Let P”(u) = Cr Pin+(u), where Is(u) is the characteristic function of 
the set B, be a sequence of step functions such that 
I II P’W - WI &W -+ 0. (6.7) 
Without loss of generality we may assume that the size of the partition rn = (B,“} 
tends to zero as n -+ 00. Then it is easy to show that 
s I G,(u) - F(u) W4l/4d4 + 0, 
where 
G,(u) = CF(z+“) Pinl&u); ui” E Bin. 
1 
It follows that 
It remains to show that 
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Denoting by a,, the integral sum corresponding to the partition 7, and uin E B,s 
we have 
From (6.5) we get 
or 
Thus, 
and the lemma is proved. 
Denote by sip the class of all intervals (not necessarily bounded) in U. Now 
we are going to define the integral over a set U E &. We say that F is locally 
trace-integrable if it is trace-integrable over any B E J& . Let Bl C *.a C B, C *.* 
be a nondecreasing sequence of bounded intervals Bi C U and ui Bi = U. Then 
we write Bi 1 U. If the limit 
exists in 5, which does not depend on the choice of the sequence (Br}, then we 
say that F is integrable over U and the limit is denoted fr, F(u) X(du). In the case 
that U = U we write SF(u) X(du). The right integral is similarly defined. 
Let F be locally trace-integrable w.r.t. X = (X(du)). (In particular FE 2). 
For UE&weput 
Q? X>U = jiz <J? WB, * 
if the limit exists, finite or infinite. We put (F, X)u = (F, X). The expression 
(F, X), will be called traced integral of F w.r.t. X(du) over U. Evidently, if F 
is left or right integrable over U then 
(F, X>o = Tr joF(u) X(du) = Tr 1” X(du) F(u). 
Following properties of the traced integral are easily established. 
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PROPOSITION 6.1. (1) If at least one of the expressions (FI , X), , (F, , X}, 
is finite then 
(2) If F is locally trace-integrable nonnegative operator-valued function then 
the traced integral (F, X), is defined for any U E d and 
(3) If X(du) is a positive operator-valued measure with base p(du) (see (6.6)) 
then 
@‘, WU = Ju T@W &41 &W 
Now we are in a position to prove the representation (5.1) for Bayes risk. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let rr(d0) be a p.d. on a measurable space (8, Y), 
{ps; 0 E O} be a measurable family of density operators and We(u), 6 E 6, u E U; 
(U E .@‘) be a nonnegatiwe real function satisfying 
(1) W,(u) is measurable function of 6 for each u E U; 
(2) s We(u) rr(d8) < 00 for each u E U; 
(3) for any B E z$ there are real functions CD, w such that 
I We(u) - W&)l < w> 4u - 4; U,VEB, 
where w(u) -+ 0 as u -+ 0 and 
I Q(O) rr(db) < CD. 
Then the nonnegative operator-valued function 
which is well dejined as Bochw’s Z-integral due to the conditions (1) and (2), 
belongs to the class & and 
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Proof. From condition (3) it follows that FE (.I and we can take K = 
~@(f3)perr(dB) in (6.1). S ince F is nonnegative then it is sufficient to prove that 
for any B E &s. Let (ri} be a partition of B and ui E B, . Then 
where condition (3) was used. Tending 6, to zero we obtain (6.8). 
COROLLARY 6.1. Let F(u) = pW(u) where p E X, and W is a real nonnegative 
continuous function. Then 
(F, WU = ju W(u) Tr P-QW 
For the proof it is sufficient to apply Proposition 6.2 
consists of one point. 
EXAMPLE 6.1. Let 0 = U, W,(u) = ( 19 - u I2 be 
quadratic form in 0 - u, and let n(d0) have second moments 
in the case where 0 
a positive definite 
s [ l9 I”7@) < co. 
Then the conditions of Proposition 6.2 are fulfilled; hence, the representation 
(5.1) holds with 
F(u) = j 1 fl - u I2 pgr(d8). 
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EXAMPLE 6.2. An observable X has second moment w.r.t. the state p if 
s x2P,(dx) < co, 
where P,(dx) = p(E(dx)) is the p.d. of X w.r.t. p. 
We shall need the following simple result. 
LEMMA 6.4. The necessary and sujkient condition for X to have second moment 
is that the range of ~112 is in the domain of X and Xp112 E 6, where G is the space 
of Hilbert-Schmidt operators. 
The proof is based on the relation 
where pi are eigenvalues, v’i are eigenvector of d.o. p. 
Now let X1, . . . . X, be some observables which have second moments w.r.t. 
the state p, then by Lemma 6.4 ui = Xipl12 E 6. Consider the nonnegative 
operator-valued function 
F(u, ,..., 24,) = i (UK1 - XK)P(QI - xv) 
K-l 
here p1l2 0 UK E 2, uO = C uKuK* E 2, hence, F E 6. By Proposition 6.1 the 
traced integral 
(F, X> = 2% Tr  jB, g  (IUK - XK) P&K - XK) -VW 
, t 
(6.9 
is well defined. As shown in [ll] this expression gives the total mean-square 
error of the joint measurement of observables Xi ,..., X,, . 
7. EXISTENCE OF THE OPTIMAL MEASUREMENT 
In this section we give conditions sufficient for the functional <F, X), , 
X E 3E, to achieve the minimum. Here UE&, and X is the convex set of all 
U-measurements. 
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THEOREM 7.1. Let U be a closed interval, F E C and, if U is unbounded, 
F(u) >, pg(u) + u, (7.1 
where p is a nondegenerate operator from 2, , cs E Zh and g is a continuous rea 
function such that 
$p(u> = +a, 
Then (F, X>, achieves the minimum on 3E and the minimum is achieved at an 
extremal point. 
COROLLARY 7.1. Let 0 = U, the loss function W,(u) be a positive dejinite 
quadratic form in B - u and the a priori distribution n(d0) has second moments 
(see Example 6.1). Then the Bayes optimal measurement of 6’ = (0, ,..., 0,) exists 
and may be chosen to be an extremalpoint of the set of all measurements 
Proof. For any real (L: 
w,(g 2 (I - &2) 1 u 12 + (1 - d) j e 12; 
hence, 
where 
F(u) > (1 - cx”) ) u 1”~ + (1 - ,~-~)a, 
P = s ,wW% u = i 1 e 12Pew(de). 
If p is nondegenerate then we can directly apply Theorem 7.1 and the result 
follows. In general, let E,, be the projection on the null subspace of p, then 
E$(u) = 0. Indeed 0 = (q, pv) means that (v, pev) = 0 a.e. with respect to 
n(d8); hence, (q~, F(u)v) = J ( 6 - u [“(a, pBv) . rr(dB) = 0 and F(u)p, = 0. 
Therefore, putting E = I - E, , we get 
F(u) = F(u)E = EF(u)E, 
from which we conclude that (F, X}, = (F, EXE), . Thus, the problem in H 
may be reduces to the problem in EH where the operator EpE is nondegenerate. 
COROLLARY 7.2 [ll]. Let p be a nondegenerate d.o. and observables Xl ,..., X, 
have second moment w.r.t. the state p. Then the joint optimal measurement of 
X 1 ,. .., X, exists and nay be chosen to be an extremal point of the set of all 
measurements. 
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Proof. The total mean-square error of joint measurement is given by (6.9). 
For any T, S E B and real LY we have 
(S - T)(S - T)* 3 (1 - LY”) SS* + (1 - ci-“) TT”. 
Applying this inequality to S = t~~pl/~, T = XKp112 and summing we get 
F(u) 3 (1 - L-2) 1 u j”p + (1 - a-2) a0 ) 
where 1 u I2 = & uK2. Taking j 011 < 1 we obtain an estimate (7.1) for F(u) 
and the result follows. 
To prove Theorem 7.1 we shall establish a number of intermediate results. 
We say that a sequence of measurements X b) = (X(“)(du)} converges if for any 
‘p E H the sequence of scalar measures p.,fl(du) = (v,, X(“)(&)(p) weakly converges 
i.e., the limit 
$+z s&4 P@Vu) 
exists for any bounded continuous g(u). If this limit is equal to fg(u) &du), 
where &du) = (p, X(du)p), then X(“)(du) converges to X(du). 
If U is closed then 3Z is closed, i.e., any converging sequence of measurements 
converges to some measurement. Indeed, this result is known for scalar measures 
[39]; hence, there exists a family (CL@; up E H} of scalar measures such that 
It is easy to verify that the family {pm} satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2 
[22, p. 91 and, thus, defines measurement X(du) such that p,(du) = (cp, X(du)cp). 
LEMMA 7.1. Let Ti E Zh , &du) = Tr T,X(du), i = 1,2. Then 
The proof is easy, and we omit it. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let Xcn)(du) converge to X(du). Then for each K E Sh the 
sequence of scalar measures &du) = Tr KX(n)(du) weakly converges to p(du) = 
Tr KX(du). 
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Proof. If K is finite dimensional then the assertion follows directly from the 
definitions. For any K E Zh and E > 0 there is a finite dimensional K, such that 
1 K - K, 1 < E [21]. Putting ~,~(dzl) = Tr K,X(%)(du), ,&(du) = Tr K,X(du), 
we get from Lemma 7.1 
var(k’ - i-4 < 6) var(@ - p) < E. 
Since pLnc weakly converges to pc for any E then p% weakly converges to cc. 
A set 2J C ;i is relatively compact if each sequence X(*)(du) contains a con- 
verging subsequence; it is compact if the limit belongs to mm. 
LEMMA 7.3. The set of measurements %N is relatively compact if and onIy if 
there is a dense countable subset S = (~~1 C H such that for any qK the set of 
scalar measures 
is relatively compact. 
Proof. The necessity is trivial. To prove the sufficiency we take (X(n)} C 1Dz 
and apply the diagonal process. Since ?I.$ is relatively compact one can choose 
a subsequence (Xin)} such that the scalar measures (P)~ , X:l”)(du) qr) weakly 
converge. Since %I& is relatively compact one can choose a subsequence (Xp)} 
of (Xr)) such that scalar measures (~a , Xp)(du) ~a) weakly converge. Thus, we 
construct the countable family of sequences {Xr)), {Xr)},..., (Xg’>,... each of 
which is a subsequence of the foregoing. Consider the “diagonal” sequence {X:1>. 
For each p)x E fl scalar measures (9x , Xr)(du) vx) weakly converge. We 
now show that for any v E H scalar measures 
weakly converge and the result will follow. Fix a bounded continuous g(u) and 
E > 0. By Lemma 7.1 we can find vK E s such that var(p, - pQK) < E. Then 
j j- &4 ~czV4 - j- g(u) cLo;‘V4 j G 1 j-g(u) /-C&W - j” id4 &W / 
+2Emax)g). 
The first term in the right converges to zero as n, m + CO since f~& weakly 
converge, therefore the same is true for left side since E is arbitrary. Thus, pm* 
weakly converge for any g, E H. 
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LEMMA 7.4. Let F satisfy the conditions of the Theorem 7.1. Then for any 
real c the set 
is relatively compact. 
Proof. Let U be unbounded. If $ is a finite linear combination of eigenvectors 
of the d.o. p then 
with some c, > 0. From the properties (1) and (2) of Proposition 6.1 and from 
Corollary 6.1 we get 
Thus, for X E 3, 
where d is some constant. For any B E &s we have 
But g(u) -+ + co as u -+ 00; hence, the condition of weak compactness holds 
for the family of scalar measures (p 1 p(du) = (4, X(du)#); X E SC> [39]. 
Consider now the set S of vectors 4 which are finite linear combinations of 
eigenvectors of p with rational coefficients. This is a countable set, and since p 
is nondegenerate, 9 is dense in H. Thus, 9 satisfies the conditions of Lemma 
7.3, and 3& is relatively compact. The consideration is much simpler when 
U is bounded (in fact, then 3 is compact). 
LEMMA 7.5. If U is bounded and FE E then the functional (F, X), is con- 
tinuous on 3. 
If U E ~2, F E a and F is nonnegative then (F, X>, is lower semicontinuous on J. 
Proof. Let us show that the functional (F, X), where U E Jllb is continuous 
on 3. Let F*(u) = x:i K,gi(u) be the function from Lemma 6.1, approximating 
F(u). Then 
I<F, X), - (FE, X), 1 < E Tr KX(B) < c Tr K. 
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Thus (F, X), is uniformly approximated by functionals of the form (F, , X), 
Therefore, it is sufficient to show the continuity of the functional 
and this follows from Lemma 7.2, 
Now let U be unbounded and Vi 1 U, Vi E do. Then for each X E Z the 
sequence (F, X>,( converges to (F, X), . Thus, (F, X), is the limit of 2 
nondecreasing sequence of continuous functionals and hence is lower semi- 
continuous. 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. It is sufficient to show that (F, X}, achieves the 
minimum on 3, where c > infS(F, X), . By Lemma 7.4 3, is relatively compact 
and by Lemma 7.5 it is closed; hence, it is compact. It is known [.51] that a 
lower semicontinuous functional achieves its minimum on a compact set and 
the minimum is achieved at an extremal point. The theorem is proved. 
8. THE COMMUTATIVE CASE 
Denote by ‘3 the von Neumann algebra generated by the family {F(u) - F(v); 
u E U}, where v is a fixed element of U. (It is easily seen that 2l does not depend 
on v.) Let Xa be the set of U-measurements atisfying 
X(B) E %I, BE@(U). 
PROPOSITION 8.1. The set 3% is essential, i.e., 
i$ V, W u = i;f(F,X)u. 
Proof. ?I is generated by trace-class operators; therefore the restriction of 
trace to M is semifinite and by [26] there exists a linear mapping .E from b = 93(H) : 
onto SC, possessing properties (1) and (2) of conditional expectation and such that 
Tr Y = Tr e(Y), YEZ. (8-l) 
PuttingP(u) = F(u) -F(v) we have 
<F, X>U = <p, X>U + Tr F(v); 
therefore, it will suffice to show that 
W) (r;: X), = (r;: e(X)>, , 
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where 
4w-9 = 4-w))~ BE&?(U). 
(Evidently E(X) E 3& .) Now it is sufficient to prove (8.2) for UE &a. Let 
u,(X), a,(e(X)) be integral sums corresponding to a partition T and measurements 
X, e(X). Then from (8.1) and the property (5) of conditional expectation 
Tr u,(X) = Tr u~(E(X)), 
and letting 6, tend to zero we obtain (8.2). 
Proposition 8.1 says that we can consider only the set 5% instead of fi. 
Now we assume that ‘?II is Abelian and show that in this case one obtains 
classical statistical decision theory. Denote by Sz the spectrum of % [19, p. 3171. 
Since % is generated by a family of compact operators in a separable Hilbert 
space, SL is a countable set. By the Gelfand isomorphism [19, p. 3171 there is an 
orthogonal resolution of the identity (E,; OJ E Jz> in 2I such that each YE ‘$I 
may be represented as 
Y = 1 Y,J% 9 
wa2 
where yW are complex numbers, sup ) yW 1 < cc. In particular 
P(u) = CS”&> Em , 
w 
where pm(u) are real. Note that in this case 
(= PI>. 
For X E 3% we have 
where P,(du) is a transition probability from Q to (U, g(V)), and 
(8.3) 
(8.4) 
Thus we arrive at the minimization problem for the functional (8.5) over the 
convex set of all “decision procedures,” i.e., transition probabilities P,,,(du). 
Pure decision procedures 
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where U(W) is a function on 4, correspond by (8.4) to simple measurements fror 
%I* 
Assume that for each w the function pm(u) achieves the minimum in a poin 
U*(W). Then the minimum of (8.5), equal to 
is achieved for the simple decision procedure E’,(B) = lB(u*(m)). Put U*(W) = 
(%*(w),..., u,*(w)) and introduce observables 
xi = C q*(w) E,,, . 
w 
Then the optimal measurement is given by the common spectral resolution of the 
commuting operators Xi , i = l,..., n. 
9. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS 
THEOREM 9.1. Let F be a nonnegative function of class a and let X, be a 
measurement such that 
(1) F is integrable w.r.t. X,(du) over Uand the operator A = s,F(u) X,(du) 
is Hermitean; 
(2) F(u) 3 A for all u E U. 
Then X, is optimal. 
Proof. By Proposition 6.1 we have (F, X}, 2 (A, X>, for any X E r. By 
Corollary 6.1 
(A, X), = 1 Tr /l X(du) = Tr A. 
u 
Since Tr n = Tr s,F(u) X,(du) = (F, X,}, , the theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 9.2. Let (F, X), , where FE 6, has an extremum at X, , where 
thep.0.m. X,(du) has the base p(du) (see(6.6)) and let P(u) = X,(du)/p(du). Then 
(1) P(u)(F(u) - F(v)) P(v) = 0 p a.e.; 
(2) If F is integrable then A = JLI F(u) X,(du) is Hermitean and 
(F(u) - A) P(u) = 0 p a.e.; 
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(3) I f  P is 5!%continuous (i.e., continuous as a function with values in the 
Batch space %J) and F is 2-dzjkntiable then 
P(u)(aFpu,) P(u) = 0, UE u. 
Note. An important role in applications is played by measurements, deter- 
mined by the so called “overcomplete” families of vectors [16]. A measurable 
family of unit vectors (v(u); 24 E II} in H is called overcomplete if for some 
scalar measure p(du) 
in the weak sense. Given such a family we can construct a measurement with the 
base TV by the formula 
(here the integration may be understood in Bochner’s sense). For such a mea- 
surement the condition (1) becomes 
b(4, F(u) V(Q)) = Mu>, FM ~(9) P as. 
and the condition (3) 
Proof of the Theorem 9.2. Fix two arbitrary points U, v E U. Let B, be an 
interval containing u in its interior. Put A = u - D and define a transformation 
g by 
I 
w +A, WE&~, 
gw= w-A, W~gBo, 
W, wTB,,gB,. 
We suppose that B, is small enough such that B,, n gB, = 0. Evidently g2 = e, 
where e is the identity transformation, and gu = V. Let pg(du) be the image of 
measure p(du) under g. Put 
4dw) = cL(W + /-#w), 
dw) = G4d4/@41”“, 
q,(w) = b,@4/@41”“~ 
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Let A be a bounded operator in H. Then for any real e 
is a unitary operator in H @ H (cf. proof of Theorem 4.1). Put 
Sll 9 WE&l, s12, =Jf&, 
SlW = s22 9 w E&J , I s2w = s21 9 w E&l , I, wEB,,g&, I 0, wSB,,gB,, 
and consider the function 
where 
&4 = Q(w) Q(w)*, 
Q(w) = WW2W 44 + (W4Y’2&4 44. 
A direct computation shows that 
for any interval B containing both B, and gB, . Hence, the relation 
X(B) = jB &J) v(dw), BE,cs, 
defines a new measurement with base v(dw). 
Calculations which we omit show that 
<F, X), - (F, X+Ju = E I, Re Tr(P(w))lj2 [F(w) - F(w + d)](P(w + 4))1’2 A 
. P(W) c+4 4dw) + 44. 
Since (F, X), has an extremum at X, then the coefficient of E must be equal 
to zero for any small enough interval B. containing u; hence, 
Re Tr(P(~))l/a[F(~) - F(w)](P(w))‘12A = 0 p a.e. 
Since this is true for any bounded A then the condition (1) must hold. 
Integrating (1) w.r.t. p(du), p(dw) over B E J;s we have 
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Let F be integrable over U, taking the limit as Bt t U we obtain 
A* = I, X*(du) F(u) = J-/(u) X*(du) = A. 
Integrating (1) w.r.t. p(A) for a fixed v we obtain (2). Finally let P(U) be 2% 
continuous and let the partial Z-derivatives aF/&+ exist. Then dividing (1) by 
ui - vi and taking the limit as u -+ v we obtain (3). 
Now we shall discuss the noncommutative analogue of maximum likelihood. 
Let 0 E SS! and {pe; 0 E O} be a family of d.o. which is locally integrable w.r.t. 
any measurement (for example, pt.) E CC). We say that X,(&J) is a maximum 
likelihood measurement (m.1.m.) for the family {ps} if 
<P> x*>, B <P, WB (9.3) 
for any bounded interval B and any measurement X satisfying X(B) = X,(B). 
LEMMA 9.1. Let (9.3) be satisJed for some B E s$, . Then it is satisfied for any 
&ZB,&JZ& 
Proof. Let X(s) = X,(B). Then the relation 
X(A) = X(AB) + X*(AB) 
defines a new measurement satisfying 
hence, 
On the other hand, 
therefore, 
and 
x(B) = X,(B); 
qq = X(4, A C 8, 
%9 = &.(A), AB= m; 
<P, w, = <P, x>, + <P, X*&c 
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COROLLARY 9.1. Let 0 be bounded and (p, X), achieve the maximum at X, 
Then X, is m.1.m. 
COROLLARY 9.2. If(9.3) is satisjed only for some sequence (Bij E .s2, , B, t 0, 
then X, is m.1.m. 
The proof of the following theorem is similar to those of Theorems 9.1 and 
9.2. 
THEOREM 9.3. Let the measurement X, be such that 
(1) for some sequence {Bi} E do , Bi 7 0 the operators 
are Hermitean and 
(2) X*(B,) /~eXz+c(Bi) < 4~ > 0 E Bi; 
Then X, is m.1.m. for thefamily (ps}. 
Let X, be the m.1.m.; assume that X,(dB) has the base p(dB). Then 
(P(tl))1/2(pe - p,)(P(A))“” = 0 p a.e. 
If, moreover, P is S-continuous and pe be O-d@rentiable then 
qe)(ap,pe,) p(e) = 0. (9.4) 
10. GAUSSIAN STATES 
As we have noticed in the introduction, in applications pe is usually a state of 
quantum electromagnetic field at the input of receiver. So called Gaussian states 
(in quantum field theory they are known as quasifree) are primarily important, 
since they give a satisfactory description of the radiation field of coherent 
sources [40-42]. Measuring mean value of Gaussian states corresponds to the 
extraction of a classical signal from quantum gaussian noise. 
In this section we briefly survey properties of Gaussian states paying more 
attention to their mathematical aspects. The net result of Sections 12-14 is that 
in many important cases optimal measurements of the mean value of a Gaussian 
state are what we call canonical measurements, closely related to coherent stat* 
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In this field of applications quantum electromagnetic field may be arbitrarily 
well approximated by finite collection of quantum oscillators. These are described 
in terms of “canonical observabIes” p, , qi ,..., p, , qN which are self-adjoint 
operators in the Hilbert space H, satisfying Heisenberg’s “canonical commuta- 
tion relations” (c.c.r.) 
where [qp] = qp -pp. Mathematically, Weyl-Segal’s c.c.r., to which we now 
pass, are more convenient. 
Put n = 2N and introduce real n-dimensional space 2 of vectors 2 = 
6% ,*.a, x, , yr ,..., yN) equipped with the nondegenerate skew-symmetric 
bilinear form 
(-6 x’) = 8, (XIC)YK - XKyK')- 
Any real linear space Z equipped with a nondegenerate skew-symmetric bilinear 
form is called synplectic. A basis in which {z, a’} has the above canonical form 
is also called symplectic. 
Introduce formally operators 
Then by Baker-Hausdorff formula c.c.r. are formally equivalent to 
W4 VW) = exp(iP)h, 4 v(z + 4, (10.1) 
where V(z) = exp iR(z) [23]. 
Now we postulate that there is a symplectic space 2 a Hilbert space H and a 
family of unitary operators (V(z); z E Z} in H satisfying (lO.l), and weakly 
continuous with respect to z. Then using Stone’s theorem one can conclude 
that V(z) = exp Z(z), where R(r) are self-adjoint operators with common 
dense domain, satisfying 
[W, R(w)] C i{z, 41 
(see [23]). Moreover, we assume that V(z), z E 2, act irreducibly in H, hence, 
the von Neumann algebra generated by V(z), z E 2 is b = B(H). 
Let S be a trace-class operator in H. Then the function 
Q&z) = Tr SV(z), ZEZ 
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is defined, and we call it Weyl transform of S. There is a Parseval’s type equality 
w, 47,481 
Tr S*R = (277)-N j m@,,(z) dz, (10.2) 
where dx = dx, *.. dx,dy, .** dyN (if a symplectic basis is chosen in 2). Due 
to (10.2) the correspondence S -+ @s may be extended to the isomorphism of 
Hilbert spaces 6 and L2(Z), where ‘.Z is Hilbert-Schmidt class and Ls(Z) is the 
space of complex-valued functions on 2 square-integrable w.r.t. dz. 
If p is a d.o. then CD@) is called characteristic function (ch. f.) of the d.o. p or 
of the state p. It determines the state uniquely (see [44] for the inversion formula). 
A state (or d.o.) which has ch.f. of the form 
@&4 = exp[i&) - Hz, +I, (10.3) 
where e(z) is a linear function, (z, z) is a quadratic form on 2, is called a 
Gaussian state (d.0.). 
Let e be a state, X and Y two observables having second moment w.r.t. p 
(see Example 6.2). Put 
m(X) = Tr Xp, 
cov(X, Y) = Tr XpY - m(X) m(Y). 
(It follows from Lemma 6.4 that XpY E 2.) If p is a Gaussian state (10.3), then 
the observables R(z), z E 2 have second moment w.r.t. p [15] and 
m(R(z)) = f+), 
cov(R(z), R(m)) = (z, w). 
The function e(z) is called the mean value, and (z, w)-the correlation function 
of p. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the relation (10.3) to define a state is 
(z, zxw, w> 2 a+, f-4” (10.4) 
(see [43]) or 
(z, z> i- <w, w> 3 (z, w>. 
In particular, (z, w> is an inner product on 2. 
Since skew-symmetric form {z, w> is nondegenerate, there is a uniquely 
defined operator A in Z such that 
{z, w) = {z, Aw). (10.5) 
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Denote by Z;the Euclidean space 2 equipped with the inner product (10.5). 
Operator A is skew-symmetric in 2, , A* = ---A, and (10.4) is equivalent to 
A*A - I/4 = -A2 - I/4 >, 0. 
The polar decomposition of A in 2, is 
where J is a complex structure in Z: 
J* = -1, J” = --I, 
and ) A / is symmetric operator in Z, such that / A 1 > I/2 [43]. 
Fock states are pure Gaussian states with zero mean. Gaussian state is pure 
if and only if A*A = --A2 = I/4 or 1 A ) = I/2, or A = QJ. 
To prove this we note that a state with a d.o. p is pure if and only if Tr pa = 1. 
Hence, by (10.2) a state is pure if and only if 
(2?7)-N J 1 @,(z)l” dz = 1 
(cf. [44]). Hence for a Gaussian state we obtain det 2A = 1, i.e., det 4A*A = 1. 
But since 4A*A 2 I, the last is possible if and only if 4A*A = I, and the result 
is proved. 
Thus, ch.f. of a Fock state is 
where (9, w>~ = Cz, 14, J is some complex structure in Z. 
Denote by Z’ the dual space of Z. To each Fock state corresponds the family 
of coherent states [40-42] having ch.f. 
expW4 - i<z, z)d; (10.6) 
here 6 E Z’ is the parameter of the family. In other words, coherent states are 
pure Gaussian states. 
Denote by E,(0) d.o. of the coherent state (10.6) (which is a one-dimensional 
projection). Let p be a scalar measure on 2’ of bounded total variation. Then 
Bochner’s %-integral 
s = J Kr(4 l-m) (10.7) 
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defines the operator S E 2 such that 
The relation (10.7) is a straightforward generalization of Glauber’s P-representa- 
tion [40]. The representation (10.7) f or sufficiently wide classes of operators war 
studied in [41, 50, 521. For our purpose the following simple result will suffice. 
I f  the Weyl transform of S is representable in the form 
(10.9) 
where 
@(4 = 1 exp(W>> P(W 
is Fourier-Stieltjes transform of p(dh), var p < CO, then S is representable in the 
form (10.7). (We omit the proof since it is simple.) 
Let p be Gaussian d.o. Its ch.f. (10.3) may be represented in the form (10.9), 
where 
D(z) = exp(ie(z) - +(a, (I A ) - 1/2)x),). 
This is the classical characteristic function of Gaussian measure pe in 2’ with 
mean 0 and correlation function (a, (I A ) - I/~)z)~. Thus, for Gaussian d.o. 
the representation (10.7) takes place with the Gaussian measure pcLs . 
Consider the case N = 1. Let 2 be two-dimensional symplectic space 
of vectors z = xe + yh, where e, h is a symplectic basis in 2. Put p = R(e), 
4 = R(h). Gaussian state p is called elementary if 
p(exp i( px + 4~)) = exp[@ + PYSY) - (a/W2 + Y2& 
The relation (10.4) implies a 2 4. For the explicit form of d.o. p see e.g. [40,45]. 
In particular, maximal eigenvalue of p is equal to (a + &)-I and the corresponding 
spectral projection is the d.o. of a coherent state with ch.f. 
expi?(aw: + PA - $(x2 + r”)l. 
We now return to the general case. Let A be the operator defined by the 
correlation function of the Gaussian state p through Eq. (10.5). Then there 
exists a symplectic basis e, , hK; K = l,..., N in Z such that 
Ae, = aKhK , Ah, = -a,e, 
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(see [45]). Consider the two-dimensional symplectic subspace 2, of 2 consisting 




where pK is an elementary Gaussian d.o. with 01 = 6(e,), /I = B(h,), a = a, [45]. 
Thus, taking into account what was said for N = 1, maximal eigenvalue of p 
is equal to (det(\ A j + 1/2))-1/2, and the corresponding spectral projection is 
the d.o. of the coherent state, EJ(0), where J is the complex-structure from the 
polar decomposition of A. Thus, introducing the notation pe for the Gaussian 
d.o. with the mean O(x), we have 
pe 3 k-W A I + I/2)l-1’2&(4. (10.12) 
11. CANONICAL MEASUREMENTS 
Let A be a linear involution in Z; 
(AZ, Aw} = -(z, w} 
and let O,-,(z) be a ch.f. of a fixed state t+, . Then the mapping 
takes the ch.f. @‘,(a) of a state p into the classical characteristic function of a p.d. 
on Z’ [29]. Hence, (I 1.1) defines an affine mapping K from the set z of all states 
on b(H) to the set of all p.d. on Z’. By Proposition 3.2 there exists a Z’-measure- 
ment X such that 
It may be seen directly from (11.1) (see [29]) that a realization of this measure- 
ment is a triple (H,, , pO, E), where Ho is the space of another irreducible repre- 
sentation {V,,(x), x E Z} of the c.c.r. and E(dh) is the common spectral measure 
of commuting operators 
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where I, is the identity operator in I& , R,(z) are canonical observables of the 
second representation. The measure E(dA) is determined by the equation 
&) = 1 X(z) E(dA). 
The p.o.m. X(dh) is described explicitly in [12]. Here we consider only the 
case where ~a is a Fock state 
@&> = exp(-- &, x>J)- 
For any complex structure 1 there exists an involution such that Al+ JA = 0 
[43]. From now on we assume that A is chosen in such a way. Then (11.1) 
becomes 
@k4 --f @,(4 -PC- 8k Z)J). (11.2) 
Notice that we may identify Z’ and Z in view of the isomorphism established 
by the equation 
44 = (0, z>.J ? x E z. (11.3) 
The family of coherent states, EJ(S), w h ere B runs over z’ (or 2) is overcomplete 
[40,41] in the sense that 
(2+N s,, E,(X) dh = I. 
Here dh is the image of the measure dz in Z under the isomorphism (11.3). 
Hence, the relation 
X(dh) = (274-K!3,(4 dA (11.4) 
defines a Z-measurement with the base (2~)-~ dA (see (6.6)). 
Let us show that the triple (H,, , p,, , E) described above is a realization of this 
mmeasurement. 
Let p be an arbitrary d.o. Then the p.d. of X(d0) w.r.t. the state p has the 
density 
(2rr)-N Tr pE,(B) = (2-/r)-aN * 1 rib,(z) exp( -S(z) - $(z, z)~) dz 
in view of (10.2). But the right side is evidently the Fourier transform of the 
right side in (11.2), which is equal to the classical characteristic function of the 
joint p.d. of observables a(z), x E Z, and the result follows. 
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If we want to choose a basis 0, ,..., en in 2’ then the relation (11.4) becomes 
X(du) = const . EJ (C U&K) du, *.* due , 
K 
where uK are coefficients in the decomposition of an arbitrary element 0 E 2’ 
in terms of the basis 0, ,..., 8, . This is a Rti-measurement. Its realization is the 
joint measurement of observables 
R(ZK) @ I, + I @ RO(AZK), K = l,..., n, (11.5) 
with the state p0 on b(H,). Here {zK} is the conjugate basis in 2, determined 
by relations 8j(zK) = Sj,, k,j = l,..., 71. In particular let 2 be a two-dimensional 
symplectic space of vectors z = xe + yh, where e, h is a symplectic basis in 2. 
Let Jz = --ye + xh, then AZ = xe - yh and the Fock state, corresponding to the 
complex structure J is elementary Gaussian state with ch.f. exp(- &(x” + y2)). 
In this case operators (11 S) are 
POIofIOPo, 4 0 IO - 10 Qo 9 
where p = R(e), q = R(h). These were introduced by Personick [49] who 
showed their relevance to some physical measuring procedure. 
Now we shall describe an important class of measurements. Let M be an 
operator in 2. Then the mapping 
@,(z> - @,Wz) exd- KMz, Md.4 
defines a measurement X,(dA), the realization of which is (Ho , p. , EM(~)), EM 
being the common spectral measure of operators 
l&(z) = R(Mz) @ I, + I @ R,(AMz), z E 2, 
and A is an involution such that AJ + J/l = 0. This measurement will be called 
canonical measurement with parameters (M, 1). If M is nondegenerate then 
X,(&i) = (2~r-~ j det M’ J-lEJ((M’)-lX) dX, 
where M’ is the conjugate of M, determined from the relation M’X(z) = h(Mz). 
12. SOME SPECIAL PROPERTIES OF GAUSSIAN STATES 
From now on we fix some correlation function (z, w> = {z, Aw) and denote 
by pe the Gaussian state with this correlation function and the mean 0(z). 
We shall consider properties of families {pe; 0 E VI where U C 2’. 
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First, we fix 0, X E 2’ and consider the one-parameter family (P~+~~; t E R). 
LEMMA 12.1. The farnib of d.o. {P~+~~} is J-dz$eeentiable and 
dPe+tJdt lt=o = Pa 0 (R(AA) - BAA)), (12.1) 
where AA is dejked by the equation 
Notice that if A is defined by the equation 
where Jis from the polar decomposition A = [ A 1 1, then 
Proof. Put pt = pe+th for brevity. Since pt = ((pt)1/2)2 and (pt)li2 E 6 then 
it will suffice to prove that the family {(p,)1/2) is G-differentiable. Denote by Y$ 
the Weyl transform of (pt)*12. Then as shown in [46] 
Y,(z) = const . exp[$e(z) + th(z)) - $(a, x),], 
where (x, wjl is another scalar product on 2. In view of the isomorphism between 
Hilbert spaces 6 and L2(Z), it is sufficient to prove that the family (ul,} is 
L%(Z)-differentiable. We have 
aul,(z)/at = 22(z) U,(z); 
hence, by the mean value theorem 
(q may depend on a). Thus, 
which converges to zero as A -+ 0. Therefore, L2(Z)-derivative of {Yt) exists, 
and {pJ is Z-differentiable. To prove (12.1) we use the formula (9) of [IS]: 
(44 ma+dX) It--O = COVOWA,), -9; (12.2) 
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here X is an observable having second moment w.r.t. states pe , and m, , cove 
correspond to pe . Putting X = E,, where E,, acts on vector x by the formula 
E mdX = NJ, xk + (PD, x)$4 
and using the relation (d/dt) m,(X) = Tr(u’p,/dt)X for bounded X we obtain 
for all v,, $ E H, which is equivalent to (12.1). 
For N = 1 the formal derivative of an elementary Gaussian state was found 
by Helstrom [17]. 
LEMMA 12.2. Let B be a bounded subset of 2’. Then there exist a constant C 
and a Gaussian d.o. p such that 
Pe < CP, e E B. 
Proof. Assume first that 
j A ) - I/2 > 0. 
Then the P-representation obtains, namely, 
where P,(X) is the Gaussian density in 2’ with mean t9 and correlation function 
(z, (I A 1 - I/~)z)~ . Let D be any positive definite operator in 2, such that 
D < 1 A 1 - I/2. Then evidently we can find a constant C such that 
where P(A) is a Gaussian density in 2’ with, say, zero mean and correlation 
function (x, Dz), . Putting 
we obtain (12.3). 
Now we turn to the general case. In view of the decomposition (10.11) we can 
restrict ourselves to the case where 1 A 1 = I/2 and pe = EJ(e). Putting A = a J 
(a > +) and using (10.12) we have 
PO < (a + !XP?, 
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where pr) is Gaussian d.o. for which (12.4) is already satisfied. Then we can 
apply previous considerations and the result follows. 
LEMMA 12.3. The family of d.o. {pe; 8 E 2’1 as a function of 0 with values in 5 
belongs to the class (5. 
Proof. Let B be a bounded convex subset of 2’ and 0, 0’ E B. Fix v E H and 
consider the real-valued function 
where h = 8’ - 8. Using the mean value theorem and Lemma 12.1 we get 
(n pep PI - b, ~~4 = W[WU - &L)l PBP, ~4, 
where 0 = f3 + qA, 0 < q < 1 (q may depend on p). Putting ) 2; 1 = ((a, z))I/~ 
and e, = AA/l AA ) we have 
Noticing that I Re(&e,) PP, dl d t[(w JW pR(eh) + (P, pdl and using 
Lemma 12.2 we obtain 
Ibf4 pd 4 - CR pedl < WMP, 41) p%)a?) + 3(9, ~41 I A, I. (12.5) 
Since R(e,) has second moment w.r.t. a Gaussian state, then R(e,) pR(e,) E 2. 
Now let e, ,..., e, be an orthonormal system in 2 containing e, , and put 
K = -Zj (C W,) P-Q,) + 3~). 
m 
We have K E 2, and K does not depend on the choice of basis (em}. Moreover, 
from (12.5) we obtain 
-w(O’ - O)K < Pe’ - pe < ~(0 - B)K, 
where ~(6’ - 8) = 1 A, I. Thus, (6.1) is established and the result is proved. 
13. BFST UNBIASED MEASUREMENTS 
Consider the family of Gaussian d.o. {pe; 4 E Z’}, By Lemma 12.3 and Theorem 
6.1 the traced integral 
(Pt x>B (13.1) 
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is defined for any Z’-measurement and any B E do. Therefore, we can apply the 
considerations of Section 9 and speak about maximum likelihood measurement 
for the family (pe}. 
THEOREM 13.1. The canonical measurement with the parameters (I, J) is 
m.1.m. for the family {pe; 8 E 2’1. 
Proof. We shall prove that the measurement (11.4) satisfies sufficient 
conditions of Theorem 9.3. Since E,(B) is the spectral projection of ps corre- 
sponding to the eigenvalue X = [det(\ A 1 + I/2)]-*, then 
w%P) = we); 
hence, 
A, = X(B) s, peX(dB) = A-X2(B) 
and the condition (I) is fulfilled. Since X is a maximal eigenvalue, (2) also holds, 
and the result is proved. 
The necessary condition (9.4) together with (12.1) lead to useful relation 
The m.1.m. is unbiased 
s h(z) f&w)) = e(Z), e E Z’. 2’ (13.2) 
This follows from the relation 
= [27~ det(l A 1 + I/2)lN exp[- $<e - A, [I A I + I/2]-‘(0 - A))J, (13.3) 
which one can easily prove, for example, using the P-representation of pe . 
We shall show that the m.1.m. is, in a sense, the best unbiased measurement. 
For this purpose we shall first investigate quadratic loss functions for the problem. 
Let P(e) be a positive definite quadratic form on Z’. If a; ,..., z, is a basis in Z 
then 
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where r = (r”j) is a contravariant tensor of second order. Introduce the sym- 
metric bilinear form on 2 
(z, w)r = 1 yfi{q ) z}{ zj ) w). (13.5) 
This is an inner product on 2, and there is an operator G in Z such that 
(2, w>r = iz, Gw). 
In the Euclidean space 2, the operator G is skew-symmetric and its polar 
decomposition has the form 
G=KIGJ=IGlK, 
where K is a complex structure on Z and 1 K j is a positive operator in 2, . The 
matrix (Gji) of G is related to the matrix (#i) by 
Gji = C yiK(zj , zK}. (13.6) 
K 
We say that the function r(O) is gauge invariant if 
GJ = JG 
which is equivalent to saying that K = J. 
Now we introduce the total mean-square error of a measurement X 
Qe,iw = j w - 0) PeGw))* 
The following theorem for N = 1 was obtained in [12]. 
THEOREM 13.2. For any gauge invariant I’ and for all 0 E Z’ 
QdW G Qw-(~), 
where X is the m.1.m. and jt is any other unbiased measurement. 
It may be seen from (13.3) that 
QdW = Tr I G I (I A I + W 
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Proof. We first establish a generalization of Schwarz’s inequality. Let 
X(du) be a measurement and g(u) a complex valued measurable function. 
Denote by d the set of all ‘p E H such that 
Then A is the domain of the operator 
(The integral is to be understood in the weak sense; see [18, p. 3991). 
LEMMA 13.1. For any p E A 
Proof. By Naimark’s theorem [18, p. 3931 X(&J) = P . E(du)P, where E(du) 
is an orthogonal resolution of the identity in some extension of H, P is the 
projection onto H. Therefore, 
and the lemma is proved. 
In the proof of Theorem 13.2 we may without loss of generality consider 
only such measurements X that 
%r(X) < cm 
for all 0. Then 
Taking into account (10.12) we obtain 
s ‘k)’ bJte>, x(dh) (pJ@)> < a, 
where v,(0) are vectors in H defining coherent states. Thus, the domain of 
operators 
M(z) = 1 h(z) X(&i) 
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contain a dense subspace, consisting of linear combinations of vectors (pJ(0), 
BEZI. 
Using P-representation for ps , we can rewrite (13.2) as 
where ye is a Gaussian measure in 2’ with mean 8. On the other hand, replacing 
M(z) by R(z) in (13.7) we obtain the equality since 
(the mean value of the coherent state). Thus, 
and since the class of p.d. (pLs; 6 E Z’} is complete, 
which follows directly from c.c.r. for R(z) ( see Section 10) and remembering 
that the mean and correlation function of a coherent state satisfy 
we obtain 
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Integrating this w.r.t. the Gaussian measure pe and using the P-representation 
and (13.2), we obtain 
s &+) - e(Z))” + (x(b) - ‘%jz))2 1 f%(X(@) > (% +J + 2(% 1 ~4 1 +J * 
Let r be gauge invariant. Then there exists a symplectic basis e, , hK; 
K = l,..., N such that 
1 G 1 Ed = gKeK > IGIhK=g&, 
JeK = hK, jhK = -eK . 
(13.9) 
Using (13.6) we obtain 
r(e) = : gK[@Kj2 + @K)‘]. (13.10) 
K-1 
From (13.8)-(13.10) it follows that 
2QdW 3 Tr I G I (2 I A I + 0, 
and the theorem is proved. 
Notes. A slight modification of the proof shows that the result is true for any 
family {ps) admitting the P-representation 
where {pO} is a complete class of p.d. on Z’, 8 is a shift parameter and ,FL,, is 
nonsingular. 
The consideration may be extended to the case where 8 runs over a subspace 
0 C 2’. We shall formulate the result without going into detail of proof. The 
equation 
w = (0, ,a 2 E 2, 
has a unique solution for each 0 E 2’. If B runs over 0, then B, runs over a 
subspace S, of 8. Denote by 113, the von Neumann algebra generated by V(z), 
z E @A . One fact which follows from [15] is that the set of measurements & , 
which consists of measurements satisfying X(B) E Be , is essential for the 
problem, i.e., in search of the best unbiased measurement we may restrict 
ourselves to measurements from Xo . Next, assume that the symplectic form 
{z, w) is nondegenerate on 8, . Then 0, is itself a symplectic space, and we 
come to the initial problem which was just solved. 
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We mention in particular the following regression problem. Let the mean 
value be of the form 
f?(z) = 5 uKeK(4, 
K=l 
where O,(z) are known and uK are regression coefhcients to be estimated. 
Determine e, E 2 from the equation 
eK(z) = ceK, z>, x E z. 
Then 0, consists of elements C z&e, and our assumption reduces to the non- 
degeneracy of the matrix ({ej , eK}). Denote by A the operator in 0, determined 
by the relation 
(2, w> = +, J4, Z,WEOA, 
and let A = / d j j be its polar decomposition. Then the m.1.m. for parameters 
UK is given by 
X(du) = const EJ (c uK@K) dul -.- dux. 
K 
Its realization is a triple (H, , pO , E) where pO is a Fock state with ch.f 
exp(- th, q>, z E 0, , and E is common spectral measure of operators 
R(hK) @ I, + I @ R(AhK), K = l,..., M. 
Here (hk) is the biorthogonal basis in 0, defined by relations f?,(h,) E (ex , hj) = 
sKj (see (1 1.5)). 
14. BAYES MEASUREMENTS 
Consider the family of Gaussian states {pe; 6’ E 2’) with correlation function 
{z, Aw) = (z, w)~ . Let n(dB) b e a p rior Gaussian p.d. on Z’ with zero mean 
and the correlation function (z, w)s = {z, Bw}. It has the characteristic function 
exp(- %4 phi). (14.1) 
Let the loss function be 
W,(u) = Q9 - u), 
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where r(0) is a positive quadratic form on Z’. Then we are in the situation of 
Example 6.1 and the z-valued function 
is defined, being nonnegative and locally integrable; hence, the Bayes risk is 
given by traced integral (F,X). From (13.1) and (14.1) we obtain Weyl’s 
transform of F(u) as 
c r”wi) 44 - [ i (z, f4B 4%) + (2, %>a 4%)1 
- <z, dB (2, 3h7 + 65, GA exp[- 4(x, 41, 
where {zl} is a basis in Z, 
<z, w> = <z, W>A + (z, W>B = (z, (A + 04, 
Introduce the Gaussian d.o. p with ch.f. 
exp(- Q+, @), 
and the operator F, with Weyl’s transform 
C P(<.3 , di3 - (2, d(z, GB) * exp(- U, 4). (14.2) 
We shall need only Tr F,, which is equal to the value of (14.2) for 2: = 0 
Tr F, = 1 +i(zi , T+)~ . 
From the properties of Weyl’s transform [44] it follows that the Weyl’s transform 
of R(w) 0 p is 
i-l(d/dt) @(a + tw) It-0 
if Q, is Weyl transform of p. Therefore, 
is the Weyl transform of 
R((A + B)-9x,) 0 p. 
Finally, we get 
F (4 = r(u)p - 2 1 y%4(z,) R((A + q-1 BZj) 0 p + F, . 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let B and G commute with A. Then the Bayes optimal measure- 
ment is the canonical measurement with parameters (( B ) (/ A / + / B / + 1/2)-r, J), 
The minimum Bayes risk is equal to 
Tr I G I I B I (I A I + I B I + W-Y A I + I/2). 
Proof. We shall reduce to the case N = 1 for which the theorem was proved 
in [12]. Since B commutes with A then it commutes with j A I. Therefore, 
B J 1 A j = JB j A 1 and B J = JB. The same is true for G. Thus, the polar 
decompositions of B, G are of the form 
B=IBlJ, G=IG[ J. 
Introduce the complex structure in 2 putting ix = Jz and defining a complex 
inner product 
(-5 4 = e, w>.l + ii% 4. 
Since ) A (, 1 B I, and / G 1 commute with J, they may be considered as (positive 
Hermitean) operators in the complexification of 2. Since they commute among 
themselves, there is an orthonormal basis e, ,..., e, in which they have the 
diagonal form 
I G I eK = yKeK; 1 B 1 e, = We,; 1 A ) e, = a,e, . 
Putting h, = Je, we obtain a symplectic basis e, , A,; K = l,..., N in the 
real space 2 for which 
GeK = yKhK, Gh, = -yKeK 
with similar relations for B and A. It follows that in this basis F(u) has the form 
where plc = R(e,), qK = R(h,); uI = u(eK), v = v(hK). Moreover, by (10.11) 
the operator p is a tensor product of elementary Gaussian d.o. pK , K = l,..., N, 
having ch.f. 
exp(-((aK + bK>/2)(x2 + Y”>b 
Thus, for the Bayes risk we have 
(F, W = C Y~<FK 9 W 
where 
(14.3) 
FK(% v) = (u’ + 8) PK - @K/(aK + bK))(uPK ’ PK + ?t!K ’ PK) + Go, 
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and the problem is reduced to the minimization of each component (FK , X), 
corresponding to N = 1. 
As shown in [12] the canonical measurement 
&(du 4 = const ~%(((a~ + 6~ + Q)P&, ((Q + 6, + W&) du dw, 
where &(u, w) is the d.o. of a coherent state with ch.f. 
exp[@ + WY> - 8~” + r”)], 
satisfies 
& = j- FK(u, 4 X&u W = -+K~/((~K + W2 - A,, PR 
* @ir2 + qx2 - 1) +FK’, 
and FK(u, V) > II. Putting 
X(du) = X,(du, dv,) @ .*. @ X,(du, dq.J 
and taking into account (14.3), we have 
F(u, w) 3 4 
(14.4) 
hence, by Theorem 9.1 the measurement (14.4) is optimal. Evidently this is a 
canonical measurement with parameters given in the theorem. The minimal risk 
is equal to 
Tr A = C yK Tr 4 = 1 YWK + 4) h~lh + 6~ + 49). 
The restrictions B and G used in the proof are strong enough but practically 
they are of small importance because the choice of a prior distribution and the 
loss function is usually a matter of convenience. (Moreover, the condition 
GA = AG will hold in some practical cases; e.g. putting G = -A-l we get 
the total relatiwe mean-square error.) 
The main conclusion, that the optimal Bayes measurement is a canonical one, 
holds true in the general case without any restriction on I3 and G, but here we 
content ourselves with the foregoing and mention only that the necessary 
condition (3) of Theorem 9.2 gives in general case an important relation between 
parameters (AI, K) of the optimal measurement. Taking into account the relation 
aF/h(zJ = 2[u(z) - R&4 + B)-‘Ba)] o p, 
where z = Cr yiCrr , we get 
Tr E,(W-lO)~ 0 (O(Z) - R((A + B)-~Bz))] = 0. 
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Estimating the trace by (10.2) we obtain 
M = K-l&4 + I3 + K/2)-1K. 
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